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Purpose Aging has become a significant problem in the recent years, due to the aging baby boomers. Most of the su-
pervision systems use vision to perform care functions. However people usually cannot watch video all the time, there-
fore the proposed sonification for aging Taiwanese is used to express a particular situation at the children or nursing 
home, including both acoustic instrumental sound for the eventtriggered actions, and algorithmic composition to repre-
sent various environment situations. The nursing system can easily retrieve their seniors’ situation anytime according to 
the transmitted audio signal and music via a network. Method The proposed Chinese music sonification system (CMSS) 
for older people can be implemented into two sections. Section 1: Eventtriggered sound is designed using Chinese in-
strumental audio samples performed by pipa, erhu, etc. Event-triggered sound is based on the input of various actions of 
aging people, such as watering, exercising, toileting, dining, sleeping, etc. Section 2: Computer-composed music, is 
designed using automated stochastic process of MIDI-data with various moods and situations mapped into music fea-
tures, including musical scale, harmony, tonality, and rhythm. There are five Chinese music modes used for the musical 
scale. Among them Gong, Jiao, and Jiao are closer to the major mode in western music, while Shang and Yu are similar 
to the minor mode, therefore positive emotions will be mapped into a major-mode music, and the negative emotions will 
be correlated to a minor-mode music. Results & Discussion CMSS is based on the hybrid event-triggered sound and 
computer composed music. Event-triggered sound is the pre-recorded discrete audio samples, while computer com-
posed music is the calculated continuous MIDIrendered audio in real-time. A questionnaire is designed for the seniors to 
listen to the result of the CMSS, and most of them are satisfied with this innovated design. Action data is used for com-
puter composed music calculation via CCD, RF ID, or any other wireless technology, and environment data is deter-
mined by sensors such as bio-feedback, temperature, etc., providing data for event-triggered sound. CMSS are imple-
mented with computer music software Max/MSP, to perform CMSS for the seniors living in Taiwan. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Aging problem is becoming significant in the recent 
years, about the baby boomers1. Most of the super-
vision systems use vision to perform elders’ care 
function. However people usually cannot watch vid-
eo all the time, therefore the proposed sonification2,3 
for the aging Taiwanese is used to express situation 
for their children or nursing home in Taiwan, includ-
ing both acoustic instrumental sound for the event-
triggered actions, and algorithmic composition4-7 to 
represent various environment situations. The nurs-
ing system can easily retrieve their elders’ situation 
anytime according to the transmitted audio signal 
and music via network.  Method is based on the 
proposed Chinese Music Sonification System 
(CMSS) for aging people including event-triggered 
sound recorded by Chinese instrumental audio sam-
ples, and computer composed music using automat-
ed stochastic process of MIDI data with various 
moods and situations mapped into music features. 
There are five Chinese music modes (Gong, Shang, 
Jiao, Zheng, and Yu)8 used for the musical scale. 
Among them Gong, Jiao, and Jiao are closer to ma-
jor mode in western music, while Shang and Yu are 

similar to minor mode, therefore the positive emotion 
will be mapped into a major-mode music, and the 
minor emotion will be correlated to a minor-mode 
music.   
The proposed computer composed music using 
automated background music composition technique, 
which integrates the new trends of algorithmic com-
position, music theory, human-computer-interface 
(HCI), emotion, tension, etc. Hopefully the conven-
tional background music composition can be not only 
played as a constant loop, but also performed via the 
scene settings of the content related to aging people. 
The research is based on algorithmic composition to 
generate the various music parameter distributions, 
therefore the generated music can be composed 
automatically according to the variation of the sce-
narios. The discussion of various scenarios mapped 
into a 2-D emotion coordinate9,10,11 to generated 
affective-related music is presented too. 
CMSS is based on the hybrid event-triggered sound 
and computer composed music. Event-triggered 
sound is the pre-recorded discrete audio samples, 
while computer composed music is the calculated 
continuous MIDI-rendered audio in real-time. Action 



 
 

data is used for computer composed music calcula-
tion via user’s selection currently, or in the future via 
CCD, Microsoft Kinect12, or any other wearless tech-
nologies, and environment data is determined by 
sensors such as bio-feedback, temperature, etc., 
providing data for event-triggered sound. CMSS is 
implemented with computer music software, to per-
form CMSS for the elders living in Taiwan. 
 
METHOD 
Since melody and styled accompaniment can be 
generated by the proposed automated composition 
for the computer composed music, a 2-D emotion 
map, as shown in Fig. 1, is used to compose music 
automatically with the emotion-music feature map-
ping and the proposed emotion trajectory which can 
be related to the situations of aging people. 
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Fig.1. 2-D Emotion Map for CMSS System 
 
The feature selection is also important in music style 
classification and there is a catalogue of features 
that can be used to classify was defined13. In the 
catalogue of features, we used two categories, tim-
bre and texture, in our rules. Timbre and texture will 
be the essential factor of our arranged accompani-
ment. Furthermore, rhythm is always discussed 
when it talks to music style. Three types of features 
will be introduced in this paper. Firstly, pitch range is 
the only one feature based on pitch that we choose 
to use in our accompaniment generation. It means 
the difference in semitones between the highest and 
the lowest note. In general, most features based on 
pitch in classification are defined to be used in the 
melody. However, we concern about the features of 
accompaniment in this part. So we use pitch range 
only to place restrictions on pitch of our accompani-
ment. Secondly, many types of music are recognized 
by their own rhythm pattern. When people hear the 
particular rhythm pattern, they will recall that kind of 
music on the moment. We use rhythm complexity 
which is defined as the measures closest to human 
performance difficulty in rhythm14. Thirdly, timbre or 
instrument selection plays an important role in ac-
companiment. Instrument timbre will be affect ac-

companiment arrangement profoundly. All features 
based on timbre are described as followed: (1) Or-
chestration: A features array with one entry for each 
of the 128 GM instruments presents which of the 128 
MIDI instruments are played. (2) Number of Pitched 
Instruments: Total number of General MIDI instru-
ments that were used to play at least one note. (3) 
Number of Un-pitched Instruments: Total number of 
MIDI Percussion Key Map instruments that were 
used to play at least one note. 
In music, texture determines the overall quality of a 
piece. Two features based on texture are described 
as followed: (1) Maximum Number of Independent 
Voices: Maximum number of different channels in 
which notes have sounded simultaneously. (2) Sim-
ultaneity: Maximum number of notes sounding simul-
taneously. 
Method As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed CMSS for 
elder people can be implemented into two parts. Part 
1: Event-triggered sound, is designed using Chinese 
instrumental audio samples performed by pipa, erhu, 
etc. Event-triggered sound is based on the input of 
various actions of aging people, such as watering, 
exercising, toileting, dining, sleeping, etc. Part 2: 
Computer composed music, is designed using au-
tomated stochastic process of MIDI data with various 
moods and situations mapped into music features, 
including musical scale, harmony, tonality, and 
rhythm. 
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Fig.2. CMSS System for the elder Taiwanese People 
 
Implementation 
The implementation of event-triggered sound is basi-
cally a set of pre-recorded sound performed and pre-
recorded by Chinese instruments, while computer 
composed music is designed by computer program. 
The automated composition techniques is applied for 
the computer generated music using a 2-D emotion 
coordinate system to map the valence and arousal 
data from the state of the emotion trajectory into 
music features, including rhythmic roughness, temp, 
articulation, mode brightness, harmony complexity, 
and pitch register, as shown in Table 1. 



 
 

Table 1. The Mapping Relation between Music Fea-
tures and Emotion Valence / Arousal 
 

Valence Low       Valence       High 

Music 
features 

Smooth       rhythmic roughness       rough
Slow       tempo       fast 

Legato       articulation       staccato 

Arousal Low       Arousal       High 

Music 
features 

Low       mode brightness       High 
Low       harmony complexity       High 

low       pitch register       high 

 
In this paper Chinese mode is used for music gen-
eration, and “mode” refers to the variance between 
major and minor which is well defined in the litera-
tures of the western music theory. Modulation in 
parallel keys between major and minor can be used 
to make the generated music performed from posi-
tive to negative emotion, where Chinese Gong mode 
is selected as the “major key”, and Chinese Yu mode 
is used as the “minor key”11. An example of the paral-
lel keys is specified in Fig. 4 which specifies two 
scales in the scores to implement for our proposed 
CMSS. 
 

 
Note Name C D E G A 
Pitch Class 0 2 4 7 9 
Fig.3. C-Gong Mode Scale Definition 
 

 
Note Name C Eb F G Bb 
Pitch Class 0 2 4 7 9 
Fig.4. C-Yu Mode Scale Definition 
 
The only difference between the major scale and the 
harmonic scale is the 3rd note and the 6th note, which 
can be manipulated with the probability control to 
guide the “trending” for major and minor keys. With 
using this point, when the data value of X coordinate 
is big enough, then the major key can be generated. 
When the X value is decreased, then the appear-
ance rate of E-nature, 3rd note of the major key, and 
A-nature, 6th note of the major key, is lowered, and 
the E-flat, 3rd note of the minor key, and B-flat, 7th 
note of the minor key, begins to show up after the X 
value is across the X axis to the negative. 
In addition to music scale, more music features can 
be used to perform the probability control for auto-
mated composition, including chord progression, 
rhythm, etc.. In Fig. 5 Markov Chain is used to con-
trol the first-order states transition (S1, S2,…, Sn), 
and the correspondent probabilities P1, P2, …, Pn 

can be assigned according to the emotion-music 
features mapping relation, as shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig.5. Markov System for the CMSS Automated Music 
Composition 
 
Finally the emotion-driven music data can be 
mapped into the CMSS environmental situated data 
according to the scenario of the aging people, includ-
ing weather, temperature, season, and time, as 
shown in Table 2, and then the CMSS automated 
music composition can be implemented. 
 
Table 2. CMSS Environment – Emotion Mapping 
       Emotion 
Env. 

Happy Angry Sad Dreamy 

Weather Sunny Heavy 
Rain 

Small Rain / 
Cloudy 

Normal 

Temperature Hot Hot Cold Warm 
Season Summer Summer Autumn / 

Winter 
Spring 

Time Morning Noon Dusk Night 

 
Result 
The result of the CMSS is currently simulated and 
obtained by the mapping from action and environ-
ment select from aging people, and the scenario-
emotion data mapping. Currently most of the aging 
people subjects satisfy the result of CMSS. In the 
future more sensor-based data including CCD or 
Microsoft Kinect can be used to implement the con-
text-aware system for CMSS. 



 
 

 
Fig.6. The Result of CMSS Output including Both Cur-
rent Simulation and the Future Context-aware Technol-
ogy 
 
CONCLUSION 
The proposed CMSS shows the potential to perform 
the sonification function of aging people situation for 
either care centers of children without the need of 
supervision by eyes. In the future the sensor-based 
technology will be integrated with CMSS based on 
our simulation result, to perform more efficient and 
accurate function for our aging people. 
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